Engage & Delight
Your Audience While
Driving Revenue
Learn the importance of impactful
email newsletter templates

The Truth About Your Audience
and Email Newsletters
Increasingly, newsletters are the product themselves, or the centerpiece of a
new brand, which makes their design all the more important.
– Lucia Moses, DIGIDAY
If you’re a brand or a publisher, there’s a good chance
you’ve increased your investment in email newsletters
over the past few years. After all, email newsletters
are the best way to reach and engage with your
customers and audience, drive traffic to your website
and generate sales and leads.
CRM professionals and content managers see
email newsletters as a top priority. In fact, 63% of
content marketers use email newsletters as their top
marketing tactic, according to an eMarketer report.
The increased return on investment (ROI) doesn’t hurt
either, with email attributing to a $44 ROI for every
dollar spent in 2016 compared to $38 in 2015.
With traditional web display ads posing measurement
and ad-blocking challenges, publishers are leveraging
the email newsletter as a means for driving additional
revenue. In fact, both brands and publishers are

placing marketing in their emails to drive revenue
without detracting from core editorial content. They
know that the right template can serve both masters:
the subscriber and the brand or publisher sending
the email.
However, there’s a lot to consider when finding that
balance – including personalization, responsive
template designs, rendering across different inboxes,
creative limitations and download times.

Email newsletters are the best
way to reach and engage with
your customers and audience
In this white paper, we will highlight and focus on the
following topics:

Quality email templates that exemplify this balance,
delivering exceptional design and user experience
that keep an audience engaged and delighted, while
delivering on business goals
Examples of the best desktop and mobile email
templates
Easy ways to implement ad units so they do not
distract, but work in concert with your content to
provide a positive experience, keeping readers
engaged.
Best practices and key tips to ensure your business
goals are met while driving impressive results, ROI
and higher CPMs, transforming your email inventory
into a valuable media channel that will drive site traffic
and advertising revenue.

How to Consume This White Paper
We would love for you to read this entire report, but hey, you’re
busy and we understand. Feel free to click to skip to the sections
or goals that are interesting to you and relevant to your needs.
Here's what you don’t want to miss:
Pin the Templates

LiveInfluencer Tips

Nifty Stats & Takeaways

Speak to the Experts

The publishers featured in this report are
there for a reason: they are really good at
what they do. These templates were handselected, so you may want to save these as
your own sort of “Lookbook.”

We’ve summarized all the stats you need to
help guide your email template strategy...
you know, for that big meeting with your
boss or team to justify why you may need
to rethink your current newsletter strategy.

Suggestions and recommendations from
industry leaders. We’ve included their
social details for you to easily follow them.

We’ve got a bunch of great pro tips in here
from people we know, trust and love...
but if you want to skip all of that, you can
contact us here. We’re here to help you
become smarter and more successful!

Your Goal
Your purpose for sending emails will inform your design
or template. Three of these goals include:
Inventory Monetization

Creating revenue from your email program without actually selling anything.

Selling Products or Services

Unlike monetization goals, your business model is tied directly to the sales of your
product and service offering.

Relationship Building

Your focus is heavily on CRM and it’s all about your customers – nurturing a long-term
relationship with them to build engaged communities, loyalists and lifetime value.

Inventory Monetization
& Driving Site Traffic
Some publishers have a business model mix that includes
paid digital subscriptions and advertising revenue. Driving
traffic to your website may equal scale and revenue.
However, many publishers are seeking to move from scale
to quality and engaged audiences. Whether you rely on
one part of your business model more than the other,
success can be achieved for both objectives via email
newsletters. Let’s take a look at how The Washington
Post has been successful with their program.

The Washington Post, well-known for their extraordinary journalism, has approximately 70 email
newsletters which directly attribute to high conversion
rates for their paid subscriptions. Newsletters act as a
gateway for readers to sample and regularly consume
their content, hence the strong correlation between
active newsletter readership and paid subscriptions.
They also monetize many of these newsletters using
real-time advertising, creating opportunities that allow
brands to get in front of fully engaged readers. These
include native ad units, traditional IAB ad units, and
pre-header branding.
Their newsletter strategy involves pushing timely,
relevant content to their readers, making it easy for
them to click through and dig deeper into the stories
and issues that interest them. Some templates include
topic-based article feeds that link back to articles on
the site. Others contain exclusive content with flexible
designs that allow for the authors’ personalities to
come through, making it easy for the authors to
include social media posts, images, videos, gifs and
other features that digital readers love and expect.

The overall design of the templates featured
incorporate a seamless alignment of ad units and
content. The featured marquee ad units provide value
and efficiency. Advertisers will pay top dollar for a
prominent high-impact unit that garners the attention
of the reader, but its dynamic nature ensures it only
shows to the right viewer.

Readers are willing to spend
10+ minutes with some of the
newsletters when they're fully
engaged with the content!
The Washington Post understands that a growing
number of readers are consuming their digital content
on mobile devices. As such, all of their templates are
designed with mobile in mind. This means creating
content that renders correctly and is easy to read
across all devices and mail clients.

The length of their newsletters varies widely with
some templates designed to be fully immersive inbox
experiences.
They’ve found readers are willing to spend 10+
minutes with some of the newsletters when they’re
fully engaged with the content!
If you’ve analyzed where your site traffic is coming
from and have found that most of your audience visits
your website or reads your emails on mobile devices,
then the mobile marquee unit should be considered.
Overall, mobile drives approximately 56% of consumer
traffic to top US websites and 60-70% of opens
happen on mobile for email marketing campaigns.

The featured marquee ad units
provide value and efficiency.

Relationship Building
What is your relationship status with your consumer?
A customer’s relationship with a brand can shift
from passionate to indifferent, mirroring major life
events and one’s life cycle.
If you realize the importance of establishing a
relationship with your audience, then focus your
newsletter strategy on entertaining, engaging and
delighting consumers with the goal of nurturing
life-time value with specific audiences.

Betty Crocker delights their audience
and builds relationships with them.

Betty Crocker is a household name that became
an icon for General Mills in 1921. With a rich legacy
and history, it has been a trusted source for recipes
and homemaking know-how for over 95 years. The
brand is synonymous with warm feelings of family,
home cooking, sweet treats, cakes, pies and recipes.
This brand essence has been sustained through
the relationship it has built and maintained with
loyal consumers over several years through direct
marketing via catalogs, cookbooks and, of course,
email news-letters. And those fuzzy feelings you
get when you think about sinking your teeth into a
fudge brownie are reflected in their gorgeous email
templates featuring vibrant and engaging imagery.
The brand’s email templates closely align with the
look and feel of the website. Their easy-to-digest
templates help engage and build relationships with
subscribers. They feature bold colors, big, socially
shareable pictures of food, timely content and a
friendly tone.
Betty Crocker has multiple newsletters catering to the
various needs of their audience. Their “Daily” email

newsletter template, for example, focuses the
layout on kitchen-tested recipes for subscribers. All
templates feature recipe specific content above the
fold, placing exactly what the reader came to see
front and center. One branded marquee ad unit from
a related General Mills brand follows and flows well
with the existing content as it aligns to a food
specific offering.
Two 300x250 ad units are featured below the fold,
offering readers additional messaging from other
brands that fit Betty Crocker’s audience. While the
bonus is that these two units are monetized, the
email team is very brand conscious and considerate
of their readers. Brand safety is a priority, so they
implement whitelists and blacklists to ensure that
readers continue to have an enjoyable experience
and prevent competing brands from conquesting
their audience.
Betty Crocker delights their audience and builds
relationships with them by providing content that
they know their consumers love. Recipes may expose
subscribers to new meals and teach new tricks in the

kitchen, but they often show them how to do so by
using actual featured products.
Data also plays a critical role to the brand’s strategy.
Their sophisticated email newsletter program
also includes CRM retargeting in email to specific
audiences with similar messages and offers.
Other brands within the CPG space also fund their
email newsletter programs through selling third party
ads. These ads target and match the same audience,
which helps to maintain overall subscriber satisfaction.
While readers may not consciously notice this
alignment, it allows for a seamless transition for the
eye from content to advertisement.
This template is an excellent example of how, with
the right layout, you can increase performance and
revenue without compromising editorial or trust built
with the audience.

Selling Products or Services
Whether you’re a CPG company, B2B business,
or retailer, your email newsletters are designed to
keep readers informed about deals, new products
and services.
Your goal is to drive sales, so your emails drive
subscribers to your site and may include reminders
about everything from abandoned shopping cart
items to exclusive coupons.

Sam’s Club is a leading membership warehouse/
club retailer in the United States and a great
example of a business focused on driving sales.
They pride themselves on saving members money
on the items they buy most, and surprising their
customers with new products and member services
on location at any of their warehouses, online and
across mobile devices.
Their email newsletters are structured to highlight
in-store sales and promotions. Lately, a lot of
emphasis has been placed on their online sales, as
well. To optimize offers in their emails and increase
the number of customers they drive online, they’ve
implemented technology that leverages
machine-learning.
Sam’s Club utilizes email as an entryway to their
web portal and wants visitors to have a seamless
experience when they get to the site. Therefore:
they align logos, fonts and colors to maintain the
brand’s look and feel.

Email is one of the only direct connections to their
consumers. Because of this intimate relationship,
Sam’s Club designs templates with their customers
in mind and then optimizes offers to individuals.
This way, they can reach their business goals while
increasing the value of their customer file.

The optimal layout of three ad
units can result in total revenue
per open of up to $10.00.
Sam’s Club has seen specific email newsletter
campaigns significantly increase the lifetime value
of their subscribed customers compared to those
customers who are only members and not on Sam’s
Club’s email list. Additionally, because Sam’s Club
email newsletter templates include live tags, they
are able to personalize offers in real-time to create a
better experience for their customers while increasing
engagement and performance. Sam’s Club’s suppliers

and merchants also benefit from the retailer’s impactful
email newsletters. They can buy premium ad space
within the newsletters, taking advantage of email as a
direct path to puchase. Their newsletters are constantly
sold out, creating a flourishing incremental revenue
source for Sam’s Cub, as well.
As seen in the featured desktop and mobile templates,
an even amount of whitespace and a proportional
number of ad units can produce a clean, uncluttered
environment that suits both editorial content and
advertisements. On average, templates with three ad
units earn revenue 2.5x higher than those with a single
ad slot. The optimal layout of three ad units can result
in total revenue per open of up to $10.00.

On average, templates with
three ad units earn revenue
2.5x higher than those with
a single ad slot.

LiveInfluencer Tip 1
Subscribers are becoming so tech-savvy that a seamless user experience between all devices
is not only expected but required for effective email marketing. Mobile users no longer
have patience for bad mobile inbox experiences and more often than not, will categorically
unsubscribe from a brand's emails out of frustration rather than ignore them.

Mobile users no longer have patience for
bad mobile inbox experiences.
Responsive email template design and code has become a requirement and uses CSS3 media
queries to display email layouts appropriate to the device (desktop users get one experience,
tablet users another, and mobile users a third). A truly responsive email template optimizes the
experience for mobile users in particular, allowing for the following improvements:

Easy Mobile Experience
No need for swiping, pinching, or zooming. Use of "thumb-friendly" calls to action are
also recommended.

Better Engagement and Conversion Rates
A template that's easier and more pleasant to interact with is much more likely to drive
engagement and conversions. In fact, a recent MarketingProfs study showed responsive
emails drive a 21% higher click-to-open rate (11.9%) than non-responsive emails (9.8%).

Lower Unsubscribe and Complaint Rates
Better engagement typically means lower unsubscribe and complaint rates.

Chris Donald
President of Operations,
InboxArmy
@emailmadman

LiveInfluencer Tip 2
Audiences have become pickier than ever about who they’re willing to let into their inbox.
With tools like Unroll.me, Gmail’s priority inbox, and the proliferating use of folders and tabs,
the chances that your email will even be seen by subscribers, let alone read, is low.
How do we combat lower open rates and even lower click rates in the attention economy?
How do we compete against Facebook, YouTube, and every other media that delivers
information on-demand in real-time?

Test Everything
Email rules and preferences change all the time, so your testing plans need to be ongoing,
at least a couple of times per year, if not more. Now that technology allows more creative
email content, you may also want to consider testing different forms of media in your
emails, like emojis, GIFs, videos, and interactive content.

Be Useful
As you plan out your email editorial calendar, always ask yourself: Is this something I would
want to click on? Is this something I would want to read? Being useful does not need to be
complicated. Sometimes if you have one important thing to say, a plain-text email does the
job. Always think about the best template to deliver your message.

Keep It Tidy
If you’ve got subscribers who haven’t opened any of your past, say, 20 campaigns, consider
sending a special campaign asking them if they still want to be on your list. If they don’t
open or react to that campaign, say sayonara! You may end up with a smaller list, but that
list will be much healthier, which naturally leads to higher open and click rates.

Jess Ostroff
Managing Editor,
Convince & Convert
@jessostroff

LiveInfluencer Tip 3
Marketers have come under increasing pressure to deliver personalized email experiences that efficiently
drive conversions across cross-channel interactions. As such, a well-crafted, sophisticated template system,
with curated and dynamic content, has become integral to delivering the best overall brand experience.

A well-crafted... template system, with curated
and dynamic content, has become integral
There is a strong need to build a creative platform that retains the flexibility of modular, responsive email
design. It should also contain various degrees of predefined elements – a repository of assets and wellgoverned style guides, including pattern libraries. These allow for highly personalized experiences while
requiring less production time. When thinking about your email template design, keep these three
points top of mind:

Well-Researched and Designed
A well-researched and designed email template displays products and services in the best
possible light in the context of the inbox.

Well-Crafted
A well-crafted email template ensures that the next click, or tap a user takes feels
consistent and encourages a conversion.

Careful Testing
Careful testing of the layout such as size of the images, display style of text or pricing, or
features that appeal best to specific recipients ensure that the template is always working
its hardest to earn the best engagement and revenue metrics possible.

Julian Scott
Co-CEO,
Shaw+Scott
@shawscott

Nifty Stats and Key Takeaways
Email Outperforms

According to eMarketer, email outperforms paid search and social media when it
comes to ROI.

258.9 Million

Increases in ROI in email are directly linked to the growth of the email user base
and market penetration. eMarketer estimates that there will be 258.9 million email
users in the US by 2020.

80% Strong ROI

In a worldwide poll conducted by Econsultancy in March 2016, agency professionals
and in-house marketers both agreed that email provided strong ROI at 80% and
73% respectively.

A/B Test Your Content

It’s all about testing and learning what works with your audience and measuring
them against your goals. You can even test email templates against each other.
A/B testing can help increase conversion rates by 48% or higher.

Increase Revenue by 25% with Live Tags

You could increase revenue by 25% if you place live tags in your emails. It won’t
compromise your editorial content or stray from your overall goals.

What’s Next?
Hopefully, you’re now bursting with inspiration for
improving your email template!
But email template design is just the beginning. Ready
to put live tags in your emails? We can provide a
complimentary revenue projection for your email inventory.
You can also sign up for a free evaluation on how to
improve any one of your email goals to help you grow and
scale your business.
As that growth happens, more questions may arise:
How do you achieve 100% sell-thru?
What’s the best way to simplify your ad operations?
What’s an easy way manage all your email inventory?

When that time comes, we’ll be right here to help you with
your next steps, so contact us.
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LiveIntent
LiveIntent delivers people-based marketing programs that empower brands to be present
wherever their most essential customers are paying attention, at every point in the
customer journey, irrespective of channel, device, or platform. With the anonymized email
address at the center of its platform, LiveIntent and its Identity Graph provides incremental
reach to brands, in mobile inventory where brands are struggling to reach their customers
beyond the Walled Gardens.

LiveIntent and its Identity Graph provides
incremental reach to brands.
LiveIntent is now one of the largest people-based marketing platforms in the world:
reaching over 160MM logged-in people across the LiveIntent platform, 170mm across the
web, and 100mm in app. LiveIntent was recognized for the past three years as one of NYC’s
fastest growing companies (by Crain’s) and as one of America’s Most Promising Companies
(Forbes 2015.) LiveIntent is headquartered in NYC, with offices in Austin, Berlin, Chicago,
Copenhagen, Dallas, Detroit, Los Angeles, San Francisco and the UK, serving as home to
209 people and counting.

Contact Us!
Email: hello@liveintent.com

Engage & Delight
For more information, visit us at www.liveintent.com

